






 

 

(Hero Whorship)











     









           









         

       















   





 

 













       



Filled up the narrative of caeser’s doings with fanciful details

such as the names of the persons he met on the way, and what

he said to them, the construction would be  arbitrary : it would

be in fact the kind of construction which is done by an histori-

cal vonelist.













  











 



'Form' 

'Content' 'content'  'Form' 



'Form''content' 

     





 







       



 (focalitation), (time), (setting or

melieu),  (plot),  (character)   (language)  

    







(point of view or focalization) 



    













 

  

      



(authorial

narrative situation or omniscient point of view)(first

person narrative situation)(figural narrative situa-

tion)



















    

         



           











        











          





(dramatised narrator)



 





        





      



           



     

     

   



(discourse) 

(time)  
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(anachro-

nism) Ronen, Ruth The narrative time line is not

one monolithic sequence : the time line is segmented into a foreground and

background or into a narrative present and a nonpresent;







     



        





     

          

   



















    











(inward)

     

 







Georg Lukacs

‘The Historical Novel’ 



“It drew the attention of writers to the conerete (i.e., historical) significance

of time and place, to social condition and so on, it created the realistic, liter-

ary means of expression for portraying this spatiotemporal (i.e. historical)

character of people and circumstances.” (Georg Lukacs, The Historical Novel,

Translated from the German by Hannah and stanley Mitchell, p. 18)

(setting or melieu) 

       





          

       

  











      



          





        

          







 



       







    



           





   visualise   



       

























       











           























         





  













     











 

 





    













        

        













  



 





         



          





    

 







Stanzel






(Plot)

























Panoramic

Scenic

 

  





E.M. Forster ‘Aspects of the Novel’ Plot 

 ‘‘We have defined a story as a narrative of events arranged in their

time-sequence. A plot is also a narrative of events, the emphasis falling on

causality. 'The king died and then the queeen died' is a story the king died,

and then the queen died of grief' is a plot.’’ (p. 75.)



Fabula, Sjuzhet, historie,

discourse/recit, story, discoursediscourse



discourseciscourse



  



 

      

(whip-crack ending)



   







 

      





i) Stair-step Construction

ii) Rocket construction

iii) Circular Construction 





 



         

  





    





       









    

































        





























      

         



        

  













      













    















    













   







 



Interior monologue 









        





 









    









        



        



          

        





(Pointing fin-

ger)



















        



           









Style 

style 



        

          

  



        

      



 













    



















      















   



    

 

          

          









  











   





      





       











       

























  

















        





 

     



     



        



       

           



   







       



 

















         











  





















    











   













        







      



      





























































































 

           







 



 



    











    







           



  















       

  













       







Visualise    



  









  













 

           

Robert Sewell A Forgotten  Empire

Sewell

The Delhi Sultanate

Sewell























 





  realism

       







        

 







 











        









        













         

  











 

        





     

   





       

        





















       

  

  



    









  

Chester fieldStyle is the dress of thoughts.

Thoughts style 

dummy 



Thoughts 

        



  









   







 







































         



       







    





 











 







 





        

      



   



















  







  













 





R. G. CollingwoodThe Idea of History, p. 240
























































